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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we investigate some properties of dense1 and relative adjoint 
functors which we will use extensively in [I]. However it seems that some of 
these properties are of interest in themselves. Therefore we prefer not to 
include them in [Z] but to present them separately. 
Roughly speaking a functor J : M’ -+ M is dense (codense) if each object 
in M is canonically a direct (inverse) limit of objects jA4’, where M’ G M’. 
This is made precise in 1.3. Examples (cf. 1.5) are: M: the category of abelian 
groups, M’: the category of finitely generated abelian groups, J: inclusion; 
M: the category of rings, M’: the full subcategory of M whose only object is 
the ring on two free generators, J: inclusion. Moreover if M’ is any category, 
then the Yoneda embedding YMr : M -+ (&TOpP, S), which assigns to M’ E M’ 
the contravariant horn-functor [-, W] from M’ to the category S of sets, is 
dense. The same holds if M’ is additive and S is replaced by the category 
Ab.Gr. of abelian groups. The symbol (M’, Ab.Gr.) then denotes the category 
of additive functors. 
Dense inclusions 1: A’ -+ A are important because direct limit preserving 
functors on A are determined by their values on A’. For instance, let M’ be an 
abelian category with enough injectives. Denote by C*(M’, Ab.Gr.) the 
category of positive connected sequences (ri)jEz+ of functors M’ + Ab.Gr. 
(cf. [24 2.2). The universal property of the right satellites S*t of an additive 
functor t : M’ --P Ab.Gr. implies that the functor S* : (M’, Ab.Gr.) -+ 
C*(M’, Ab.Gr.), t - S*t, is left adjoint to the forgetful functor 
C*(M’, Ab.Gr.) + (M’, Ab.Gr.), (rj)jez+ -+ fl. Hence S* is direct limit 
* Part of this work was supported by: Fonds ftir akademische NachwuchsfCrderung 
des Kantons Ziirich. 
IP. Gabriel informed me that he has also introduced this notion recently. He has 
independently observed 1.15. His results are to appear in [8]. 
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preserving. Since the inclusion of the representable functors in (M’, Ab.Gr.) 
is dense, each additive functor t : M’ -+ Ab.Gr. is a direct limit of represent- 
able functors. Hence 
S*t g S*(liF [A”, -1) s l$r S*[& , -1 z lim Ext*(& , -) 
is valid. 
If .J 1 M’ --+ M is a dense inclusion and M’ small, one might call the objects 
of M’ a family of dense generators. Recall that the objects of a small subcate- 
gory M’ of M form a generating family in M iff the functor M -+ (M’o~P, S), 
J4 ,..+ [I---, AZ], is faithful. Th e motivation for the definition suggested above 
is the following characterization of dense functors which is due to Lambek 
[14] prop. 5.1: A functor 1: M -+ M is dense iff the regular representation 
M --+ @I’*~~, S), iW -+ [J-, m] is full and faithfula. Thus a family of dense 
generators is a family of generators. The converse is false. For instance, a one 
point space is a generator in the category of topological spaces, but not a dense 
generator. If M has infinite sums the difference between the two notions is 
as follows: Each object of M is canonically a quotient of a sum of generators, 
but canonically a direct limit of dense generators. 
In [I] we show that it is important not to restrict the notion of density to 
inclusions or embeddings. 
Our main results concerning dense functors are the following: If a functor 
T : N + M has a right adjoint S : M -+ N, then the end adjunction TS + idr,, 
is an equivalence3 iff T is dense (or iff S is full and faithful, cf. 1.13). A 
category M is a left retract of a functor category (@‘p, S), N small, iff M has 
direct limits and contains a small dense subcategory (cf. 1.15). An additive 
category B is a left retract of a category of left /I-modules AM iff B has direct 
limits and a dense generator (cf. 1.23). 
In the second part of this paper we investigate relative adjoint functors.4 
They are a slight generalization of adjoint functors. However some of the 
basic properties are either not preserved or have quite a different form. A 
typical example of relative adjoints arises from a forgetful functor V : N -+ M 
whose corresponding free functor is not everywhere defined on M but only 
on a subcategory M’ of M. The most important examples we have and the 
applications in [1] involve functor categories (cf. 2.9). As an application of 
* Isbell [IO] called a full small subcategory M’ of M left adequate if the regular 
representation of the inclusion is full and faithful. Thus the notions of a left adequate 
subcategory and that of a full small dense subcategory are equivalent. (A subcategory 
is called dense if the inclusion is dense.) 
a In this case T is called a left retraction and M a left retract of N. 
’ F. Linton informed me that useful examples of relative adjoints occur in algebraic 
theories (unpublished). 
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relative adjoints we will show in a subsequent paper that every category M 
admits a free right complete category. This is a right complete category 
Fr(M’) together with a functor J : M’ -+ Fr(M’) such that every functor 
F : M’ -+ N, where N is right complete, can be uniquely extended to a right 
continuous functor p : Fr(M’) -+ N, i.e. F = p * J is valid (cf. 2.29). 
We conclude with a few remarks about foundations and terminology. For 
the latter we refer the reader to last section of the introduction of [I]. The 
terms “class” and “set” are used in the sense of Godel-Bernay’s set theory. 
By a category we mean a class of objects equipped with a set of morphisms 
for each ordered pair of objects subjected to the usual conditions (cf. MacLane 
[9], p. 40-41). If the totality of objects is not a class, and the morphisms 
between two objects form not a set but a class, we call the category illegitimate. 
Then the horn-functors have their values in the illegitimate category of all 
classes C. Sometimes, for the sake of notational convenience, we even consider 
“functor categories” such as (M, C) w h ere M is itself illegitimate. We could 
give this vague terminology a proper setting by using the Grothendieck 
universes or the Lawvere foundation of categories [16], as we did in an earlier 
draft of this paper [24]. However, the notion of illegitimate categories is not 
really necessary for the present paper and for [I], as we could state.and prove 
all essential theorems without using functor categories. But this would extend 
the exposition and make the recognition of well known concepts unnecessarily 
difficult. On the other hand-following the examples of MacLane [19] 
p. 89-90 and Linton [17]-it does not seem worthwhile to assume strongly 
inaccessible cardinals for the sake of notational convenience. After this paper 
was written, Felscher informed me that by extending Godel-Bernay’s set 
theory the notion of illegitimate categories can be made precise without 
assuming strongly inaccessible cardinals. 
1. DENSE FuNCTOR~ AND RETRACTS 
If in I .I - I .4, 1.6 - I. 14 the “categories” under consideration are not 
illegitimate, then in all assertions and proofs the terms “class” and C have 
to be replaced by “set” and ‘5” respectively. 
1.1 DRFINITION. Let J : M’ -+ M be a functor, M’ and M possibly 
illegitimate, and let M be an object of M. The objects of the category D,(M) 
are pairs (M’, p) consisting of an object M’ E M’ and a morphism 
q : JM’+ M. A morphism (M’, p) -+ (A?‘, I@ in D,(M) is a morphism 
q : M-+ i@’ with the property v = q * J7, By FAM) : D,(M) + M’ we 
denote the forgetful functor (M’, ye) - M’. (D,(M) is a special case of Law- 
vere’s comma construction, cf. [16J) 
(1.2) DJ(M) and P(M) are defined dually (The objects of D’(M) are pairs 
(M’, qJ : M-+ JM’).) 
1.3 DEFINITION. Let M’ and M be categories, possibly illegitimate. A 
functor J : M’ + M is called dense if f  for each M E M the natural transform- 
ation QJJ(M) : 1 *FJ(iVl) -+ constM , QJ(M)(M’, v) = v, is universal (cf. 2.9a) 
Then lim J * FJ(M) = M holds. 
Dually, j is said to be codense if f  for each M E M the natural tranformation 
W(M) : const,,,, + 1 *F(M), W(M)(M’, v) = v  is co-universal (cf. 2.9a). 
Then lim 1 *F’(M) = M holds. 
e 
(1.4) A subcategory of a category is.called dense (codense) i f f  the inclusion 
is dense (codense) 
1.5 EXAMPLES. The following functors 1: M’ + M are dense: 
(a) M: sets, M’: a subcategory whose only object is a one-point set, 
J: inclusion. 
(b) M: A-modules, M’: the full subcategory whose only object is /l @ /l, 
J: inclusion. 
(c) M: A-modules, M’: finitely generated (or finitely presentable) A- 
modules, J: inclusion. 
. (d) M: rings, M’: the full subcategory whose only object is the ring on 
two free generators, J: inclusion. 
In all these cases it is not difficult to check the universal property of 
CD,(M), ME M (cf. 1.3). Note that in (b) the inclusion J is not dense if M 
is replaced by the full subcategory whose only object is A. For let 
I) : J * FJ(M) -+ constM be a natural transformation and U : “M + S the 
forgetful functor, M, il& E *M. Then there is a unique map y  : UM -+ UM,, 
with the property y  * U(v) = U(#(A, v)), where @I, v) ED,(M). But y  need 
not be a group homomorphism. It is not hard to construct a counterexample. 
The following is an example of a codense functor. Let 1 denote the unit 
interval and {P} the full subcategory of the category of compact topological 
spaces T whose only object is P. Then it follows from 1.7 and theorem 2.6 of 
Isbell [IO] that the inclusion {P} + T is codense. 
(I .6) Let M be an illegitimate category. By YM : M --+ (M”pp, C) we denote 
the Yoneda embedding M - [-, M] and by YM : Mop=+ (M, C) the 
functor M +. [M, -1. I f  M is not illegitimate, then C has to be replaced by S. 
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] .7 LEMMA.~ Let J : M’ + M be a functor, M’ and M illegitimate. J is 
dense iT the composite functor (J, C) . YM : M + (M”pp, C) -+ @Pi, C), 
M - [J-, M], is fd and faithful. 
Dually, J is codense sf (J, C) * YM : Mop*-+ (M’, C), M - [M, J-1, is 
Wl and faithful. 
There is a similar statement $M and M are not illegitimate. 
Proof. We prove the first part. The second one then follows by 
duality. One readily checks that for each pair M, h?i E M the map 
@$ : [J * Ft(M), cowd - [[I-, Ml, [I-, fill, @%5wlCM’)} (94 = 
+(M’, p) is a bijection. The maps @g and -G’g : [M, &!I] -+ [J . Fs(M), 
constm], e -.. cons$ * o.,(M) (cf. 1.3 and 2.9a) give rise to a commutative 
diagram 
-t 
/ *ii 
constfl] 
Hence @$ is a bijection iff {(J, C) - Y& (M, I@) is a bijection. According 
to 2.9a the natural transformation aJ(M) (cf. 1.3) is universal iff for each 
I@ G M the map G$$ is a bijection. Therefore Jis dense iff (J, C) * YM : M -+ 
(M’o$~, C) is full and faithful. Q.E.D. 
1.8 COROLLARY. An inclusion J : M’ -+ M is dense (codense) i#W is a left 
(right) adequate subcategory in the sense of Isbell [IO]. For a full inclusion this 
was first observed by Isbell. 
(1.9) It is known to several authors that the Yoneda embedding 
yhf : M’-+ (M’~PP, S) is dense, i.e., that each functor t : M’< S is 
canonically a direct limit of representable functors. We give now a simple 
proof of this by using 1.7. 
I. 10 LEMMA. Let lW be a category. The Yoneda embeddings YMo : M’ + 
(lVPP, S) and Y”’ : M’“rr+ (M’, S) are dense, i.e., each set-valued functor 
on M’ is canonically a direct limit of representable functors. 
I&mark. In general the Yoneda embeddings are not codense. This is because 
an inverse limit of representable functors is left continuous (cf. 2.15). But 
obviously a set valued functor need not be left continuous. 
6 This was first observed by L,ambek (cf. [14], Prop. 5.1). 
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Proof. We give a proof for the first part. The second one then follows by 
duality. 
In view of 1.7 it is enough to show that the functor L : (lW$g, S) -+ 
(M-PP, q, t - [Yid(-), a is full and faithful. The Yoneda lemma 
‘(tM’= [[-, M’], t] = [YM,(M’), t]) y’ ld ie s an equivalence between r and 
[YM,(-), t]. Hence there exists a natural equivalence from the identity of 
(M’ODP, S) to L. This clearly implies that L is full and faithful. Q.E.D. 
1.11 LEMMA. Let J : M’ + M be a dense functor, M’ and M possibly 
illegitimate. Let {im ]} denote any subcategory of M which contains at least the 
morphisms Jo and whose objects are JM’, where a and M’ run through M’. 
Then the inclusion I : {im J} -+ M is dense. 
Dually, if J is codense, then I is codense. 
Proof. In view of 1.07 it is enough to show that the functor 
(1, C) * YM : M -+ ({im Jypp, C), M - [I-, M] is full and faithful. The 
canonical functor J : M’ -+ {im J}, M’ -+ JM’, gives rise to a commutative 
diagram 
(1.12) 
The functor J considered as object function is epimorphic. Hence (J, C) 
is faithful. Since J is dense, (J, C) . YM is full and faithful (1.7). Therefore it 
follows from (1.12) that (1, C) * YM is also full and faithful. Q.E.D. 
1.13 THEOREM.~ Let T : N + M be left adjoint to S : M -+ N, M and 
N possibly illegitimate. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) The end adjunction 4 : TS + idM is an eqzcivalence. 
(ii) T is dense. 
(iii) S is full and faithful. 
Furthermore, let J : W + N be a dense functor, M’ possibly illegitimate. The 
following are equivalent: 
(iii) S is full and faithful. 
(iv) T - J is dense. 
5 The equivalence of (i) and (iii) is due to Gabriel (cf. [6], Chap. I, 1.3). 
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The dual of 1.13 is left to the reader. 
Proof. (i) ++ (iii) (Gabriel) The end adjunction 4 : TS + idM is natural, 
i.e., for each morphism LX : IL?-+ m the equation I,@) * TS(a) = a * 4(M) 
holds. Hence the diagram 
1 T(SM, Si@) 
i@J < ‘Ts(M)’ ‘(@)’ [ TS(M), TS(&?)] 
is commutative. Since the composite [TS(M), #(I@)] * T(SM, Si@) is the 
adjunction bijection, the functor S is full and faithful, if for each ME M the 
end adjunction #(M) is an equivalence. Conversely, if S is full and faithful, 
the map [4(M), A?], ME M, A? E M, is a bijection. Therefore it follows from 
the Yoneda lemma ([[M, -1, [TS(M), -]I s [TS(M), M]) that #(M) is an 
equivalence. 
(ii) ++ (iii) From 1.3 one easily deduces that the identity functor of a category 
is dense. Hence (ii) +-+ (iii) is a special case of (iii) +-+ (iv) (see below). 
(iii) w (iv) In view of 1.7 it is enough to show that S is full and faithful iff 
(T * J, C) * YM : M + (lWPr’, C), M + [T * J(-), M], is full and faithful. 
Since for each pair M’ E M’, M G M, the classes [TJM’, MJ and [ JM’, SW 
are naturally isomorphic, the diagram 
(1.14) 
v M ~~J>CW’~ 
N (J,c) . y; (wopD~c) 
is commutative up to an equivalence. Since J is dense, the functor (J, C) * YN 
is full and faithful (1.7). From the diagram (1.14) it follows immediately that 
S is full and faithful iff (TJ, C) . YM is full and faithful. Q.E.D. 
1.15 THEOREM.’ Let M be a category. The following are equivalent: 
(i) There exikts a small category M’ and M is a left retract of (M’Os’n, S); i.e. 
there exists a functor S : M-+ (MoPI’, S) which has a kft adjoitzt 
T : (M‘,=‘p, S) + IU and the end adjunction TS -A idM k an equivalence. 
(ii) M ti r%ht complete and has a small dense subcategory l@‘.s 
’ This has also been observed recently by P. Gabriel. It is to appear in [8J 
s Isbell’s proof of [12] 4.7 shows the following: If M is right complete and has 
a full small left adequate subcategory l&, then M is a left retract of (@9*, S). By 
1.8 this implies (ii) + (i) for a full subcategory a. 
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Remark. By dualizing 1.15 one obtains a similar chat-acterization of right 
retracts of functor categories (lW, SyPp, IW small. 
Proof. (i) + (ii) Let a’ be any subcategory of M which contains at least 
the morphisms T * YM,(a), a EM’, and whose objects are T - YM*(M’), 
M’ E M’. Then by 1.10, 1.1 I and 1.13 the inclusion a + M is dense. 
(1.16) Let D be a small category and H : D + M a functor. Since the end 
adjunction TS -+ idM is an equivalence, H and TSH are equivalent. The 
category (M’~pp, S) is right complete and T : (M’OPP, S) -+ M preserves 
direct limits because it has a right adjoint (cf. 2.13). Hence lim SH exists + 
and T lim SH = lim TSH = lim H and therefore M is right complete. 
Furtheriore, it fol;ws from pr:position 9.1 of Mitchell [20] that M is 
also left complete. 
(ii)-+(i) Let 1 : a + M denote the inclusion. Define M’ = $I’. Let 
S : M + (M”‘p~, S) be the functor M +. [I--, M]. By the Yoneda lemma we 
obtain for each pair M’ E M’, &I E M 
[IM’, Ml zz [[-, M’l, [I-, WI = [[-, M’], =fl 
Hence 1 is left adjoint to S relative to the Yoneda embedding YM* (cf. 2.2). 
The functor YM* is dense (1 .lO) and hence by 2.24 S has a left adjoint 
T : (M-‘, S) + M. Since 1 is dense, S is full and faithful (1.7). Therefore 
it follows from 1.13 that the end adjunction TS + idM is an equivalence. 
1.17 Remark. The statements 1.7 - 1.15 remain valid if the categories 
and functors under consideration are assumed additive.Q Then the categories 
S and C have to be replaced by AbGr. and the abelian group objects of C 
respectively. 
(1.18) For the rest of this section we assume all functors and categories to 
be additive unless otherwise stated. In particular, the symbol (-, -) now 
stands for the category of additive functors. The only exceptions are catego- 
ries denoted by a symbol which contains the letter “D” and functors whose 
domain is such a category. 
1.19 DEFINITION. Let B be an additive category and U an object of B. 
By {U @ U} we denote the full subcategory of B whose only object is lJ @ U. 
The object U is said to be a dense generator if the inclusion 1: {U @ U} -+ B 
is dense. 
Dually, an object Q G B is said to be codense cogenerator if the inclusion 
{Q @Q} -+ B is codense. 
* As in MacLane [Ia] p. 250 an additive category is assumed to have fmite sums. 
This is essential to establish the additive versions of 1.7-1.15. 
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(1.20) Although finite sums do not exist in {U @ U}, one can prove ana- 
logously to 1.7 that U is a dense generator iff the functor 
(1, Ab.Gr.) * Yn : B -+ ({U @ Uppp, Ab.Gr.), Z? - [I--, B] 
is full and faithful. (For this one has only to check that the map @$$ (cf. 1.7) 
is a homomorphism.) 
(1.21) Therefore a dense generator is always a generator. The converse is 
true in a Grothendieck AE?5) category (cf. [9], p. 129. It is not difficult to 
check this.) In view of 1.20 one can also deduce this from P. Gabriel’s 
proposition [(i) + (ii)] in [7]. 
(1.22) From (1.21) it follows that the additive versions (cf. 1.17) of the 
statementsl.10, l.llandl.l3alsoholdifM’isreplacedinthemby{U@ U}. 
We freely use this, 1.17 and I .20 in the sequel. 
I .23 THEOREM. Let B be an additive category. The following are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a ring A and B is a left retract of the category of A-left 
modules &-K 
(ii) B is right complete and has a dense generator. 
This is actually a special case of the additive version of 1.15. 
1.24 Remark. P. Gabriel [7] characterized the exact left retracts of module 
categories AM (i.e. the retraction is an exact functor): A category B is an 
exact left retract of a module category AM iff it is a Grothendieck AB5) 
category with a generator. 
Proof. (i) +(ii) Let S : B + *M be the embedding and T : *M -+ B 
the retraction. According to (1.5b) the A-module A is a dense generator 
of ,,M. Therefore it follows from 1.22 and 1.13 ((i) + (iv)) that TA is 
a dense generator of B. The right completeness of B can be proved ana- 
logously to 1.16. 
(ii) +(i) Let U b e a dense generator of B. Denote by {@r U} the full 
subcategory of B whose objects are U, U @ U, U @ U @ U *+. . The inclu- 
sions I1 : {@r U} -+ B and 1a : {U @ U] -+ {@r U} give rise to a commuta- 
tive diagram 
({@I 
F 
U)@‘p, Ab.Gr.) 
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An additive functor from {OF U)oPP or {U @ U)oPP to Ab.Gr. is determined 
by its value at U and [U, U]. Hence the functor (1a, Al&r.) is faithful. 
Since (Ii . 12, Ab.Gr.) * Ya is full and faithful (cf. 1.20), one easily deduces 
from the above diagram that 5’ = (I1 , Ab.Gr.) * Ya is full and faithful. 
Hence by 1.17 and 1.7 the inclusion II is dense. The additive version 
(cf. 1.17) of 1.15 ((ii)-+(i)) yields the existence of a left retraction 
T : ({OF U)opp, Ab.Gr.) -+ B. Define (1 = [U, U]O~P, then the functor 
({OF U)opp,, Ab.Gr.) - nM, t - t U, is an equivalence. Hence B is a left 
retract of nM. Q.E.D. 
2. RELATIVE ADJOINT FIJNCTOR~ 
(2.1) We give an exposition for arbitrary categories and functors. If, how- 
ever, in the definition of relative adjoints (2.2) the categories M’, M, N and 
the functors F, G, J are additive, then it can be shown as in Mac Lane 
[I93 I.8 that the adjunction bijection O(M’, N) is an isomorphism between 
[FM’, N] and [JM’, GiV] viewed as abelian groups. Moreover all statements 
in this section remain valid if the categories and functors under consideration 
are assumed additive. Thereby the terms set, class, S and C have to be 
replaced respectively by abelian group, class with abelian group structure, 
Ab.Gr. and abelian group objects of C. Of course the horn-functors are then 
viewed as functors to abelian groups. 
Most of our statements are slight generalizations of well-known facts. We 
therefore usually limit ourselves to sketching the proofs. For the full details 
the reader is referred to Mac Lane [29] 1.8. Sometimes we even omit the 
proofs. 
2.2 DEFINITION. Let M’, M and N be categories, possibly illegitimate, 
andletF:M’-+N, G:N+Mand J:M’-+Mbefunctors.Fiscalled 
left adjoint to G relative to J if for each pair NE N, M’ EM there is given an 
(adjmction) bijection 
Q(M’, N) : [FM’, N] g [JM’, GN], 
natural in N and M’. We shall also say that F is J-left adjoint to G or that G 
has a J-left adjoint (namely F), or that F is the J-left adjoint of G. 
(2.3) Dually, F is said to be J-rt;eht adjoint to G if fw each pair NE IV, 
M’ E M there is given an (adjunction) bzyection 
natural in N and M’. 
W,FIM’I e [GN, JM’I, 
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(2.4) Note that the definition is not symmetric, i.e. if F is J-left adjoint to 
G, then G is not J-right adjoint to F. (The latter assertion does not even make 
sense, because it assumes that J is a functor from M to M’). The definition 
is only symmetric, if J is the identity functor of M. But in this case relative 
adjoints and adjoints coincide. 
The asymmetry is also reflected in their properties. In the situation 2.2 and 
2.3, G determines F up to an equivalence-this can be shown as in Mac Lane 
[19] 1.8-but the converse is false unless J is dense and codense respectively. 
The following is a counterexample. 
(2.5) Let J be the inclusion of finite abelian groups (=F.Ab.Gr.) in all 
abelian groups (=Ab.Gr.), and let F be the zero functor (=0) from F.Ab.Gr. 
to the category V. of vector spaces over the rationals (=Q). Since each 
homomorphism from a finite abelian group A to the underlying group VW 
of a vector space W is zero, F is J-left adjoint to both 0 : V. + Ab.Gr. and 
the forgetful functor V : VQ +Ab.Gr. Moreover, since for each pair 
A E F.Ab.Gr., WE V. , the equation [VW, A] = 0 holds, F is also J-right 
adjoint to both 0 : Vo --t Ab.Gr. and V : VQ -+ Ab.Gr. 
The following is an immediate consequence of 2.2: 
2.6 LEMMA. With the notation as in 2.2 let F be J-left adjoint to G and let 
H : M” + M’ be a functor, M” possibly illegitimate. Then F * H is J * H-left 
adjoint to G. 
The lemma remains valid if “left” is replaced by “right”. We omit the 
proofs. 
The following (2.7 and 2.8) can be proved in the same way as the corre- 
sponding assertions about adjoints. We refer the reader to Mac Lane [19] 
p. 58-59. 
2.7 LEMMA. Let M’, M and N be categories, possibly illegitimate, and let 
F: M’-+N, G: N+M and J: M’-+M be functors. Then F is J-left 
adjoint to G i# there exists a natural transformation # : J -+ GF (the front 
adjunction) such that for each pair M’ E M’, N E N the composed map 
[FM’, Nl WM’J9, [GFM’, GNj h@f% GNl+ LJM,, GN] 
is a bsjection. 
There is a similar statement if F is J-right adjoint to G. 
2.8 THEOREM. Let M’, M and N be categories, possibly illegitimate, and let 
G : N -+ M and J : M’ + M be functors. Furthermore let F be an object 
function from M’ to N. Then the following are equivalent: 
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(i) F can be extended to functor M’ --+ N which is J-left adjoint to G (From 
2.4 it follows that the extension is unique). 
(ii) For each M’E M’ there exists a morphism $(M’) : JM’-+ GFM’ such 
that the composed map 
[FM’, Nl G(FM’,N)+ [GFM’, GN] [+(“‘), GNl+ [JM!, GN] 
is a bijection.lO 
There is a similar theorem for relative right adjoints. 
2.9 EXAMPLES. 
(a) Limits. Let D and A be categories, possibly illegitimate. A natural 
transformation Q, from a functor H : D + A to a constant functor 
constA : D -+ A, D + A, where A E A, is said to be universalrl and A a 
direct limit of H (A = li,m H) iff for each A E A the map 
[A, A] ---f [H, constA], a -+ const, * @, 
is a bijection.12 One easily checks that lim H is uniquely determined up to an -a 
equivalence. 
Assume D is not illegitimate. Denote by (D, A)’ the full subcategory of 
(D, A) whose functors admit a universal natural transformation to a constant 
functor. Choose an object function li,m : (D, A)’ -+ A, H - lir+n H. Then 
according to 2.8 li,m can be uniquely extended to a functor (D, A)’ -+ A 
which is left adjoint to A -+ (D, A), A - const, , relative to the inclusion 
(D, A)’ + (D, A). 
(b) Kan extensions of functors (cf. [I.?‘]) Let t : A+ B and K : A -+ A be 
functors. Define the right K-extension of t to be a functor EK(t) : A + B 
together with a natural transformation #(t) : t -+ EK(t) * K subject to the 
following condition: For each functor S : A -+ B the composition 
[EK(t), S] v - & t [E&) * K, s * K] [Jfw s * Y [t, s . q 
is a bijection (cf. Lawvere [15J theorem I.5 and [22]). 
lo This is equivalent to the existence of bijections [FM’, N] s [JM’, GN] which 
are natural in N. J. Isbell informed me that every functor G : N + M admits a relative 
left adjoint (cf. [12] 3.9). For let M’ be the full subcategory of M generated by objects 
M’ E M for which the functor N -+ C, N “+ [M’, GN], is representable. Choose a 
representing object for [M’, G -1 and call it FM’. Thus there is an object function 
F: M’ -N with the property [JM’, NJ G [FM’, GM, where M’ E M’, NE N 
and J : M’ + M denotes the inclusion. Hence F can be uniquely extended to a 
functor which is ]-left adjoint to G. 
ir Co-universal natural transformations and inverse limits are defined dually. 
ia We often do not mention @ and simply say that the direct limit of H exists. 
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One readily verifies that EK(t) is uniquely determined up to an equivalence. 
Denote by (A, B)’ the full subcategory of (A, B) whose functors have a 
right Kan K-extension. Choose an object function EK( -) : (A, B)’ + (A, B), 
t * EK(t). Then by 2.8 Ed--) can be uniquely extended to a functor 
(A, B)’ -+ (A, B) which is left adjoint to (A, B) -+ (A, B), S ry- S * K, 
relative to the inclusion (A, B)’ + (A, B). 
For instance, the right K-extension of [A, -1 : A -+ S, A E A, is simply 
[KA, -1 : A + S together with the natural transformation 
. 
$([A, -I)(X) : [A, xl -+ PA, K-Y, 5 - Kt. 
Simikzrly the right K-extension of B @ [A, -1 : A -+ B (cf. introduction (4) 
of [I]) is B @ [KA, -1 : A -+ B together with B @ #([A, -I). This fact 
will be extensively used in [22]. 
(c) Satellites. Let A and B be abelian categories. Denote by Csq+(A, B) 
the category of positive connected sequences of functors (cf. [2Z] 2.2 and 
Mac Lane [I91 p. 89) and let (A, B)’ be the full subcategory of (A, B) whose 
functors have right satellites (cf. [21] 2.4). Let J : (A, B)’ + (A, B) be the 
inclusion. Then the functor S* : (A, B)’ + Csq+(A, B), which assigns to a 
functor A-+ B its right satellites, is J-left adjoint to the forgetful functor 
Cq+(A, B) -+ (A, B), (ti> -+ to. There is a similar description for the right 
derived functors. 
The following lemma (2.10) is a refinement of the statement (due to 
Eckmann-Hilton) that a contravariant horn-functor takes direct limits into 
inverse limits. We therefore omit the proof. We will need 2.10 to investigate 
in 2.13 which limits are preserved by relative adjoints. 
2.10 LEMMA. Let D and M be categories, M illegitimate. Let C denote the 
illegitimate category of all classes. For a functor H : D + M and an object 
ME M define [H-, M] : D -+ C to be the contravariantfunctor D ++ [HD, M]. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) The natural transformations from H to constM constitute a class (Remark: 
if li,m H exists, this is fulfilled because [li,m H, M] E [H, const,]). 
(ii) There exists a class C E C and a co-universal natural transformation (2.9a) 
OL : constc + [H-, M]. 
Hence C = liy [H-, M]. 
(iii) The conditions (i) and (ii) hold and the canonical map 
li$H--, Ml -+ [H, con%.& v - {~D)(v)~D~D 
is a bijection. 
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2.11 Remark. If M is a category, but not illegitimate, then [H-, M] is a 
functor to the category of sets S. In this case 2.10 remains valid if the terms 
“class” and “C” are replaced by “set” and “S” respectively. 
(2.12) In general a functor F : M’ + N which is J-left adjoint to G : N + M 
does not commute with direct limits. For instance, let M’ be a subcategory of 
M. Assume that both M’ and M are right complete, but the inclusion 
J : M’ + M does not preserve direct limits (for example: M = Ab.Gr., 
M’ = torsion free abelian groups). Then J is obviously J-left adjoint to the 
identity functor of M, but by assumption J does not commute with direct 
limits. 
However, a J-left adjoint functor F preserves those direct limits which are 
preserved by J. More precisely: 
2.13 THEOREM. Let M’, M and N be categories, possibly illegitimate, and 
let F : M’ + N be left adjoint to G : N + M relative to J : M’ -+ M. Further- 
more let D be a category and H : D -+ M’ be a functor with the following 
property: There exists an object M’ EM’ and a universal (cf. 2.9a) natural 
transformation @ : H --+ const,, such that J@ : JH -+ const,,, is also univer- 
sal. Then F@ : FH -+ constk-,f is universal. 
(2.14) Dually, if F is J-right adjoint to G, then F preserves those inverse 
limits which are preserved by J. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of the statement (due to Eckmann- 
Hilton) that left adjoint functors preserve direct limits. We give an outline. 
For each NE N we obtain by relative adjointness (2.2) and universality 
(2.9a) 
[FM’, IV] z [ JM’, GN] G [ JH, cons&]. 
Using 2.10 or 2.11 respectively, we get 
[JH, const,,] s l@[ JH( -), GN] z lifn[FH( -), N] E [FH, const,] 
Q.E.D. 
(2.14) We do not have a similar theorem for a functor G which has a 
J-left adjoint. In any case the totality of inverse limits preserved by G cannot 
be described by its J-left adjoint F and J, as shown in the example below. 
This example shows moreover that this is so because J and F do not determine 
G. Furthermore, G does not preserve all inverse limits.” For instance, let F, 
I3 If, however, J is dense or fulfills 2.27 (below), then G preserves all inverse limits. 
Moreover G is uniquely determined by F. 
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V and J be as in (2.5) and denote by BioN Zt a countably infinite sum of 
copies of the integers. The values of the composite functor 
(@iEN Zi) 0 * v : vo + Ab.Gr. + Ab.Gr. are torsion-free abelian groups; 
hence for each pair WE VQ , A E F.Ab.Gr. the group [A, (&, Zi) @ VW] 
is zero (for the notation see 2.5). This implies that F is J-left adjoint to both 
V and (@&, Z,) @ * V. While V commutes with all inverse limits, the com- 
position (GipN Zi) @ * V does not, because one can show that the tensor- 
product (&, Zi) @ does not preserve infinite products. 
2.15 DEFINITION. Let M’ and N be categories, possibly illegitimate. A 
cooariant (contravariant) functor F : M + N is called right (left) continuous 
iff it has the following property: Let H be any functor with range M’ which 
admits a universal transformation @ : H -+ const,g , M’ E M’, (cf. 2.9a). 
Then F@ is universal (co-universal). 
(2.16) Dually, a covariant (contravariant) functor is said to be left (right) 
continuous iff it takes co-universal natural transformutabns into co-universal 
(uniwersal) natural transformations. 
Note that our definition of continuity, which we have adopted from Lambek 
[24], is stronger than that of Freyd [5l p. 77 and Mitchell [20] p. 52. This is 
because we do not assume the domain of H to be small. As far as is known to 
the author, there is no functor which is left (right) continuous in the weaker 
sense but not in the stronger one. We adopted Lambeks terminology 
because there are examples - such as EK(-) (cf. 2.9b) and S* (cf. 2.9c) - 
whose left continuity (in the stronger sense) has proved to be most useful 
(cf. introduction of [I] (23) and (24)). Examples of left continuous functors 
are the covariant horn-functors and functors which have left adjoints 
(cf. 2.13). 
We remark in passing that a functor is not right continuous in the sense of 
Mitchell if it only preserves arbitrary sums and coequalizers. A counter- 
example is the inclusion of finitely generated abelian groups in all abelian 
groups (cf. [2Z] 1.22). 
We now give a criterion for a functor to be right continuous. It states that 
a functor F : M’ --t N is right continuous iff for each NE N the functor 
M’ - [FM’, N] is left continuous. In more detail: 
2.17 LEMMA.~~ LetF:IVL’+NandH:D+M’befunctors, NandM 
possibly illegitimate. Assume there exists a universal natural transformation 
@ : H + const,, , M’ E M’. Then the following are equivalent: 
I4 This was also observed by Lambek (cf. [I#], Prop. 3.1). 
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(i) F@ : FH --f const,,, is universal. 
(ii) For each NE N, the natural transformation [F-, N] @ : const[FM’,Nl - 
[FH( -), N] is co-universal. 
(2.18) Dually, F is left continuous z#for each N E N the functor [N, F( -)] is 
left continuous. 
Proof. We give an outline. 
(i) + (ii) is evident, for [F(-), N] is the composition of F with the left 
continuous functor [-, N]. 
NfN+(i) Th e assumption and 2.10 (respectively 2.11) imply that for each 
[FM’, N] = lim[FH(-), N] g [FH, const,] Q.E.D. 
t 
Let F be J-left adjoint to G. We prove (cf. 2.22) that for each category M 
the induced functor (M”, F) is (M”, J)-left adjoint to (M”, G). For this we 
need some preparation. 
2.19 DEFINITION (Kan [13]). Let N be a category. The objects of the 
category Mm(N) are the morphisms of N. The morphism sets [01, p] in 
Mar(N) consist of a single element if /3 = dol or /3 = roL (d = domain, r = 
range), otherwise they are empty. The morphisms 01 ---)r idd, and 01-+ idr= are 
denoted by 6 and & respectively.15 
2.20 LEMMA (Kan [I3]). Let G : N + M and G’ : N -+ M be functors. 
Denote by [G, G’] the class of natural transformations v from G to G’. Let 
Tr(G, G’) be the contravariant functorfrom Mar(N) to the illegitimate category 
of classes C which assigns to a! E Mov(N) the set [Gdol, G’m], to & and & the 
maps [Gdol, G’ol] and [Gor, G’m] respectively. Then the natural transformation 
@ : const[G,G’] + Tr(G, G’), {Q(v)} (a) = G’ol . cp(dor) 
is co-universal, in particular 
(2.21) [G, G’] = lim [Gdor, G’ror] 
&A 
holds. (We prefer this notation to [G, G’] = lim TY(G, G’), because it is more c 
suggestive although less precise.) 
Proof. Let C be a class and # : constc -+ Tr(G, G’) a natural transforma- 
I6 Throughout the paper, when Mor(A) and Mw(A)OP” appear in subscripts, we 
abbreviate them to M(A) and M(A)* respectively. 
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tion. It is easy to check that for each element c E C the system {$(c)(idN)}NEN 
constitutes a natural transformation from G to G’ which is uniquely deter- 
mined by 4. Hence @ is co-universal. 
2.22 THEOREM. Let F : M’ -+ N be left adjoint to G : N -+ M relative to 
J:M’+M. Then for each category M” the induced functor 
(M”, F) : (M”, M’) -+ (M”, N) is Zejt adjoint to (M”, G) : (M”, N) + (M”, M) 
relative to (M”, J) : (M”, M’) --+ (M”, M). 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of the well known special case J = idM . 
We give an outline. 
Let t : M” + M’ and s : M” --+ N be functors. By 2.21 and 2.2 we obtain 
[F . t, S] = lim [Ftda, Sra] g lim [Jtda, Gsm] z [J * t, G * S] 
.xeM;A”J* &M;k”)* Q.E.D. 
(2.23) Let F : M’ -+ N be left adjoint to G : N + M relative to J : M’ -+ M. 
If G has a left adjoint E(F) : M -+ N, then E(F) . J : M’ + N is also J-left 
adjoint to G. Hence by the uniqueness of a J-left adjoint, the functors 
E(F) . J and F are equivalent. In general G cannot have a left adjoint because 
G need not preserve inverse limits (cf. 2.14). This is different when J is dense. 
Then G : N -+ M has a left adjoint iff there exist certain direct limits in N. 
In more detail: 
2.24 THEOREM. Let F : M’ + N be left adjoint to G : N -+ M relative to 
a dense (1.3) functor J : M’ -+ M, where the categories M’, M and N can be 
illegitimate. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a functor E(F) : M --f N which is left adjoint to G. Moreover 
E(F) * J is equivalent to F. 
(ii) For each ME M the direct limit of the functor F -F,(M) : D,(M) -+ 
M’ + N exists (for F,(M) and D,(M) cf. 1.1) 
2.25 Remark. From a slight generalization of theorem 1.5 of Lawvere 
[15] it follows that E(F) is the right Kan J-extension of F (cf. 2.9b and [22]). 
2.26 Remark. The assumption that J is dense can be replaced by the following 
condition which is considerably weaker:ls 
(2.27) For each ME M there exist a category D(M) and a functor 
F(M) : D(M) + M’ with the property M E li,m J -F(M). (D(M) need not be 
functorial in M.) 
16 For instance, the inclusion of the category of finite sets into all sets is not codense 
(Isbell). But each set is an inverse limit of finite sets. 
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The following generalizes 2.24 in yet another direction: 
2.28 THEOREM. Let F : M’ -+ N be left adjoint to G : N -+ M” relative to 
a composite J” . J : M’ + M -+ M”, where the categories M’, M, M”, N can 
be illegitimate. Assume that J : M’+ M has the property 2.27 and that 
J” : M ---f M” preserves the direct limits 2.27, i.e., J” lim J * F(M) G + 
li,m J” * J *F(M) holds for each M E M. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a functor E(F) : M -+ N which is left adjoint to G : N -+ M” 
relative to J” : M -+ M” (From this it follows that E(F) . J g F). 
(ii) For each M E M the direct limit of the functor F *F(M) : D(M) + M’ + N 
exists. 
Proof. (i) + (ii): By assumption and 2.13 the functor E(F) : M + N 
preserves the direct limits 2.27. Hence for each M E M 
E(F)(M) z E(F)(lijn J *F(M)) s 1$-@(F) . J . F(M)) s l$n(F . F(M)) 
(ii) + (i): We sketch the proof. Choose an object function E(F) : M + N, 
M ++ lim F *F(M). Since F : M’ + N is J” * J-left adjoint to G : N + M 
it follo& for each ME M, iV E N that 
[E(F)(M), N] E [“.$I F . F(M), IV] s l$n[F . F(M)( -), iVj 
s li$J” * J *F(M)(-), GN] g [lir+n J” . J *F(M), GN] 
s [-J li,m J *F(M), GN] s [J”M, GN] 
Hence by 2.8 and footnote 10 of Section 2 the function E(F) can be uniquely 
extended to a functor M + N which is left adjoint to G : N + M” relative 
to J: M-+M”. 
Q.E.D. 
2.29 Remark. Call a contravariant set valued functor t : M’ -+ S on 
a category M’ small, if it is a small direct limit of representable functors 
(i.e., the index category is small). Denote by Sm(M’Opp, S) the full sub- 
category of (M’OPP, S) consisting of all small functors. Then Sm@P’p, S) 
is right complete and the inclusion Sm(M’OPP, S) C (M’OPP, S) preserves 
small direct limits. The category Sm(M’Oap, S) is% general illegitimate. 
However it contains a legitimate full subcatezry Sm(lWPP, S) such that 
each small functor is equivalent with oz of Sm(M’O**, S). Using 2.13 and 
2.28 [with M” = (M’Opp, S), M = Sm(lWPP, S) and J” the inclusion] 
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it is not diflicult to sh,ow that S%(M’O”P, S) together with the Yoneda 
embedding J : M’ ++ Sm(M’Opp, S), M’ * [-, M’], is the free right 
complete category of M’ (cf. introduction). 
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